Agenda

Coyote Lake–Harvey Bear Ranch County Park Master Plan

Parks and Recreation Commission

Workshop

July 11, 2002
7:00 p.m.

7:00-7:10  1) Announcements and Introductions

7:10-7:15  2) Meeting Purpose and Overview
   a. Project process to date
   b. Discuss questions related to “consensus areas” of the plan
   c. Present Revised Draft Preferred Alternative
   d. Review financial analysis of the two plans
   e. Discuss direction for Preferred Alternative, including the Western Flat Area

7:15-7:45  3) Discuss Consensus Areas of Plan - Lakeside, Mendoza, and Slopes and Ridge Areas

7:45-8:15  4) Present Draft Preferred Alternative and possible Revised Draft Preferred Alternative

8:15-8:45  5) Present and Discuss Financial Analysis

8:45-9:30  6) Discuss Direction for Preferred Alternative

9:30-9:45  7) Summary and Next Steps